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Christmas music trivia questions and answers
Christmas would not be the same without a Christmas tree that twinned in the night on Christmas Eve. Where does this Christmas tree tradition come from? What is the national Christmas tree of our great nation? Discover answers to these questions and more how you increase your knowledge trivia Christmas tree with interesting facts below. What is the origin of the Christmas
tree? It is thought that the Christmas tree originated in a game often played in the Middle Ages during the Advent season. Based on the story of Adam and Eve, the game presented a Paradise tree in the garden of Eden which was decorated with apples to symbolize the temptation of Eva. The tree used in the game was an evergreen tree, symbolizing fertility and a renewal of life.
It is believed that the Christmas tree dates back to the Middle Ages. Later, in Germany of the 16th century, people would hang apples, golden candies, colored paper and roses from tree branches. Martin Luther, inspired by the beauty of the stars that shine through the branches of a fir tree, is credited with being the first person to add lit candles to a tree. Some believe that King
George, native of Germany, has led the tradition of decorating a Christmas tree in England. Others credit Queen Victoria with bringing tradition to England from Germany where her husband, Prince Albert, was raised. An engraving of the British royal family gathered around a Christmas tree in Windsor Castle in 1848 led to the spread of this favourite decoration throughout
Victorian England. The custom was brought to the United States when German immigrants in Pennsylvania continued to decorate Christmas trees just as they had done in their homeland. How do you care about the Holiday Botanics? So much of Christmas decoration involves natural green and holiday flowers. Even if you don't have a thumbit is easy to incorporate these
elements into your decor. Everything you need to keep alive and cut fresh plants during the holidays is tender, loving care. That's true. Yes, I do.a myth that the poinsettie are poisonous, but they have a bitter taste. To take care of poinsettias, keep the soil humid, not wet. After the holidays, transfer the plant into a larger pot, cut the branches once the bracts or leaves fade, and
feed it every three weeks with fertilizer. While time warms up to 60 degrees Fahrenheit, place the plant outdoors and continue to cut out its branches. In October, expose the plant to 14 hours of dark per day to force the leaves to color. The green of the holidays, like the holly, ivy and evergreen branches, will remain longer beautiful adding a commercial floral preservative to the
water. Spritz system with water per day and monitor the temperature. The cooler the room, the more the green stays fresh. The submerged leaves in the wax of the domestic floor can last up to six weeks. This also works for decorative fruits such as grapes and pears. It gives him a shine and can keep them to be ruined for at least three weeks. Christmas trees need water every
day. Adding a commercial preservative to water will extend the life of the tree. For a live tree, place the root-ball wrapped by whip in a bathtub, and water it every day. After Christmas, dig a hole twice as big as the root-ball, carefully remove the smooth, then place the tree in the hole. Ranging in color from red to yellow, kalanchoes and other succulent plants are excellent holiday
blooms. Although plants can endure relatively dry conditions, keep the soil wet. After the holidays, treat kalanchoes as poinsettias, cutting branches and feeding regularly. In autumn, let the plant dry between watering and expose it to at least 12 hours of darkness to encourage flowering. To force bulbs such as white paper, narcise, amaryllis and iris, plant them in October with the
pointed end in a superficial containera layer of pebbles. Fill with sandy soil potting or with more pebbles. Water in planting time and regularly when growth begins. Place the bulbs in hot sunlight, and andjust before and during flowering. when the flowers begin to die, reduce watering until the leaves have dried up. plant bulbs, or place them in a cool, dark, dry place until next year.
What is the story of war? the garlands have a long history, dating back to the ancient druids who believed that the holly, a perennial evergreen with lush and red berries, was a magic plant. The garlands were created for the first time when the holly and the other evergreens were arranged in a circular form, form without beginning or end, and therefore synonymous with eternity. the
circular shape of a crown is synonymous with eternity. This representation assumed more meaning when Jesus Christ was crowned with a crown of thorns. in the days of cesare julium, the crowns were worn by the aristocrats and used by the Greeks to crown the victorious athletes in the original Olympic matches. It is believed that hanging a crown on a door became a habit when
Olympic athletes began to hang their crowns on their doors after a victory. even if the word crown evokes thoughts of Christmas, these beautiful decorations can embellish doors and walls all year round. can be embellished with a wide range of dry or artificial flowers to fit any holiday or season. which are some of the most popular holiday world records? some people love holidays
so much that they decided to break world records with their vacation cheer. For example: the biggest christmas stock size 35 feet 41/2 inches long and 16 feet 5 inches wide. created by j. terry osborne and friends of king william county, virginia, was filled with gifts to distribute to the needy children. Jean-Guy laquerre di boucherville, quebec, canada, is a greedy collector of native
babbo, with over 13,000 articles collected since 1988. the collection bug bit when itsHe died and left him a 12-inch high Santa papier-mâché from the 1920s. Since then, he has added objects such as music boxes, yo-yos, photos, candle holders and pens. What is the origin of theaccount for 88 percent of all plant purchases at Christmas. The most popular color is red, but are also
available in white, cream, pink and yellow, and can be striped, stained, or marbled. Originally in Mexico, where they are known as "Flower of the Holy Night", the flowers were brought to the United States by Joel Poinsett in 1829. In their native country, they grow like shrubs and can reach heights up to ten feet tall. The poinsettia originated in Mexico, where it is known as the
"Flower of the Holy Night. "In Mexico, a story of heart resounding explains the origin of the poinsettia: On a Christmas Eve, a long time ago, a poor child went to church in great sadness because he had no gift to bring the Holy Child. He did not dare to enter the church, and, humbly kneeling on the ground outside the house of God, prayed fervently and assuredly our Lord, with
tears, how much he wanted to offer him a nice gift --"But I am very poor and I fear to approach me with empty hands." When he finally got up from his knees, he saw that he stood at his feet a green plant with beautiful blooms of dazzling red. What's Holly? For centuries, holly was synonymous with the holiday season. In ancient Rome, the holly branches were given as a gesture of
friendship during Saturnalia, the festival of winter solstice. The druids would have decorated their homes with Holly during the dark winters of Britain, believing that the sun always fell on this sacred tree. Similarly, the pagans would bring in the lame and other evergreens to ensure that Nature returns in spring. The best known holly is American Holly. There are hundreds of holly
species that can be clipped and used in seasonal decorations. Perhaps the most famous is American Holly, which has spiny leaves, shiny and bright red berries. Holly Inkberry, called for herDeep purple-black, and varied holly, with striped leaves, are surprising alternatives to the standard holly holiday. which is the origin of theMistletoe Kiss? Who doesn't love mistletoes? Although
most of the mistletoes are parasite, and, therefore, harmful to the trees on which it grows, the Celts thought it had magical powers to heal wounds and increase fertility, so they placed it during their homes for good luck and to remove evil spirits. The "kiss" tradition of mistletoe dates back to the eighth century. In ancient Britain, the mistletoe was considered so sacred that it could
only be cut with a golden tickle. Today, Americans decorate frames with this plant in the hope of taking a smooch from a love while under its leaves. This tradition is attributed to Frigga, the Scandinavian goddess of love and beauty, and it is said that it dates back to the eighth century. What is the national Christmas tree of America? America's official national Christmas tree is not in
the White House, but rather in the King's Canyon National Park near Sanger, California. The tree, a giant sequoia known as General Grant Tree, was designated "the nation's Christmas tree" in 1925. It is 267 feet tall, 40 feet through its base, and is estimated to be between 1,500 and 2,000 years. In 1956, the tree was declared a national sanctuary to honor the men and women of
the United States Army. As a memorial, the rangers of the park place a crown at the base of the tree during the Christmas ceremony, held every year since 1925. As you can see, there have been many exciting facts to discover everything from Christmas trees to crowns. In the next section, take your Christmas trivia skills to the next level, as you discover the facts on Christmas
songs. Continue to the next page to test your knowledge of the Christmas song trivia. Page 2One of the most popular Christmas traditions, especially in America, is decorating a Christmas tree. Most people think he's been around, well, forBut the Christmas tree is actually a rather recent holiday tradition. German immigrants brought here the tradition in the mid-18th century, yet
100 yearsHe hasn't taken it yet. Actually, it was totally controversial. The New York Times wrote an editorial against practice in the 1880s, and when Teddy Roosevelt was president in the early 1900s, he hid against cutting trees for Christmas, saying it was a waste of good timber [source: Shenkman]. The tradition, of course, was indifferent. Despite the popularity of Christmas
among Christians and non-Christians, facts little known as this - and also erect myths - abound. From the religious origins of the holiday to Mr. and Mrs. Claus to that great evergreen symbol, the Yuletide tree, here are 10 myths of Christmas, exposed at the end. Say it's not! Yes, at the astonishment of many people -- including many Christians -- Christmas is not the most
important Christian holiday. Despite the tapes. Despite the tags. Despite the packages, boxes and bags. No, Christmas can't hold a candle to that Christian central party, Easter. And it's not just a Easter bunny against Santa. At Christmas, Christians celebrate the birth of Jesus, who believe is the son of God. This is definitely an important event, and Christians spend a few weeks
cheoping up, from December 25 to some time in January, depending on their exact religious affiliation. But Easter commemorates the rising of Jesus from death in eternal life, which was not only a coup d'état for Jesus personally, but for all humanity, as it is said that his resurrection contained the promise of eternal life for all who believe in him [Source: Martin]. Because Easter is
so sacred, Christians spend almost two months of the year to celebrate the Easter season, much longer than Christmas. Think about it like that. Everyone has a birthday. But not everyone can triumph over death. How many of us fight with family members every Christmas season to read "A visit from St. Nicholas", aliasthe night before christmas?" this poem was popular since it
was publishedTroy Sentinel of New York on December 23, 1823 [source: Conradt]. The poem was published anonymously, and it was not until 1836 that someone was advancing as author: Clement Clarke Moore, professor and poet. According to Moore, he wrote poetry for his children, and later, more unknown to him, his ruler sent it to the newspaper. But once Moore claimed to
be the author, the family members Henry Livingston Jr. cried a foul, saying that their father had recited the same poem to them a full 15 years before publication. Livingston, interestingly, was a distant relative of Moore's wife [source: Conradt, Why Christmas]. Who was telling the truth? At least four of Livingston's sons, and a neighbor, said he remembered that he was reciting
poetry in 1807. It was also a Dutch part, and many references in poetry are, too. Scholars who have studied other written works by Moore say that they are all very different in the structure and content of "A visit from St. Nicholas". But Moore claimed authority first. He was also a friend of Washington Irving, who knew all about Dutch culture and had previously written about St.
Nicholas [Source: Howse, Conradt]. Add all these clues together and the question of the authoritativeness of the famous poem is still in the air. If Christmas is the celebration of the birth of Jesus, and Christmas is always on December 25, then Jesus was born on December 25, right? No. No one knows for certain when Jesus was born. The Bible does not mention a month or a
date. Yet, while Jesus could be born on December 25, it is highly unlikely, at least according to biblical interpretations [source: Christian responses]. That's why. First, the Bible mentions that during the birth of Jesus, the pastors were in their fields. But it is cold in Bethlehem in December, and nothing grows much in the fields, so the shepherds have repaired their sheep around that
periodand they stayed inside. The Bible also says that Mary and Joseph were traveling to participate in a census. But again in the time of Jesus, Jesus,were normally held in September or October -- after the autumn collection, but before the hard winter made the journey difficult [source: Christian answers, boyett.] finally, while the Easter was celebrated by the early Christians, the
birth of Jesus was not considered a special day until the Iv century, when the church wanted a kind of celebration to take off fire from the winter solstice celebrations favored by the heathen. voilà - the church proclaimed the date of birth of Jesus as 25 Dec, and became a great Christian celebration. Most scholars, incidentally, agree that Jesus was born near the end of September,
on the basis of a series of additional biblical clues [source: boyett.] you might have noticed that most ornament stores carry glass pickles. Have you ever wondered why?' popular history is that pickles are part of an old German tradition that went like this: on the eve of Christmas in germany, parents hid glass ornaments of the picket deep inside the fragrant branches of their trees,
once all the other ornaments were in position. the next morning, the first child to find the ornament of the picket got an extra gift from san nicola, while the first adult to find it (not count those who hid it) would have good luck for the next year [source: German pulse.] not too silly! Unfortunately, this cute story is a myth. Most Germans say they have never heard of this practice, and it
is certainly not a tradition. That's good information. but the story has more flaws. in germany, as in many European countries, san nick traditionally delivers his gifts on the night of December 5, not the eve of Christmas. Christmas eve is also the day German children normally open their gifts, not the day of Christmas. So, how she got so beautifulhistory? It's still a mystery. Glass
ornaments were produced in Germany in the 16th century, and in the 19th century some Germans were making ornaments in the form of fruit and nut. But this is almost what we can get to understand [source: German Pulse]. Don't. Do it.Christ out of Christmas! This is the cry of gathering of many Christians, who become rather hectic on what they see as sacrilege -- remove the
holy name of Christ from the important holiday, and replace it with a simple X. A secular X. An impersonal X, present and Santa-cercare X. But if we take a closer look, writing Xmas is not necessarily a slam against God's son. Far away. The word Christ in Greek is written χριστός. Did you notice anything familiar? The first letter is X, or who. Who is also written as X in the Roman
alphabet. Rather than being an offensive abbreviation for Christmas, Xmas is actually a fairly logical nickname [source: Boyett, Bible Suite]. It's hard. The three are definitely different, but sometimes they can be considered the same. St. Nicholas was a 4th-century Turkish bishop who spent his life giving money to the poor, and it is said that one of his favorite methods was secretly
leaving money in people's socks at night. Niccolò died on 6 December, and was eventually proclaimed holy. Thus, on December 6 it became known as St. Nicholas Day. Various cultures celebrated by educating their children to leave socks or shoes the night before so "St. Nick" could fill them with gifts such as fruits, nuts and candies. [Source: Why Christmas]. In the 16th century,
Europeans moved away from the idea of St. Nicholas, but loved the donor tradition. So San Nick turned into a guy named "Christmas Father." First mentioned in the writings of the 15th century, it was a kind of party associated with drunkenness and parties. In the United States, San Nick became Kris Kringle. Father Christmas and Kris Kringle generally brought gifts to Christmas,
not Dec. 6. When the Dutch settlers began to emigrate to the United States, they brought with them stories of St. Nicholas, whom they called Sinterklaas. Soon Sinterklaas became American as Santa Claus [source: Religion Facts, Why Christmas]. Ixx century or so, all the father was born, kris krisetc. became "santa claus," depicted in a uniform manner as an old rounded, white
beard carrying gifts on the eve of Christmas or on the day of Christmas. Yet some people around the world, namely Christians from European countries where san nick was a beloved hero, still celebrates healthy day on December 6, putting out shoes or hanging stockings the night before. So, while the birth father and christmas baboon are definitely now one and the same, St.
Nicholas is still a launch, with some people who recognize him as a distinct individual and other lumping in with other men donors-bearers [source: religion facts, why christmas.] gaspar (or caspar,) melchior and balthasar, three kings from the east, they say they traveled long to see star ahimè, according to the bible this is still another Christmas missing, despite the presence of a
trio of statuette kings in all the cribs. the Bible says that the Magi came from the east, following a great star, and that they were looking for the king of the Jews. but the Magi are wise men, not kings. and the number and names of the Magi are never detailed everywhere in writing. Moreover, the Bible says that men arrived when Jesus was a young child, not a child, and found him
at home with his mother -- not in a manger in a stable. scholars believe that men were probably astrologers who arrived a year or more after the birth of Jesus. because three gifts are listed in the Bible, scholars also say that it is possible that over time, people assumed this meant that there were three men [source: boyett.] the myth of their names emerged later, after a mosaic
depicting the Magi was created in the sixth century. the mosaic, housed in the basilica of sant'apollinare new to ravenna, in Italy, contains the names gaspar, melchior and balthasar [source:sacred.] Many people have never heard of boxing day. those who have. and who know that falls after-- often thinks it's a designated day for the boxing of gifts you don't want, you don't like or
you can't use, and bring them back to the store. Beautiful as this may seem to anyone who is accustomed to receiving gifts of bum, unfortunately it is completely wrong. Boxing Day is December 26th, and it is a celebration that takes place only in a few countries. He began in the UK during the Middle Ages as the day of the year when churches opened their alms boxes, or
collection boxes, and took out money to the poor. The servants were also given this free day to celebrate Christmas with their families, having had to work for their leaders on Christmas day [source: Why Christmas]. The holiday has changed over time. In the years prior to World War II, blue collars such as infants, butchers and journalists used the day to perform their routes and
collect Christmas advice from customers. Today, in some countries like the UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand, Boxing Day is a day when some sports events are held, namely horse races and football matches [source: Why Christmas]. What has to do with alms for the poor -- or boxes -- is another mystery. This idea is fake, at least for now. As long as secular songs are
included in the repertoire of a school party concert, Christmas songs can also be sung [source: Gibbs, Jr. and Gibbs III]. But there is a lot of debate that singing any sacred choral music in public schools is a violation of the US Constitution clause. The First Amendment of the Constitution says: "The Congress will do no law in respect of a religious institution." This "Education
clause" is at the heart of many disputes about what people consider freedom of conscience, freedom of speech and freedom of religion [source: Kasparian]. From now on, however, there has been no ruling from the Supreme Court, andI would like to say that the Commission is not in favour of this. Some individual school districts, however, banned Christmas music at
schoolRundquist. We feel the dangers of Christmas trees - especially the real ones - that explode in flames every year in Yuletide. Yet, neither real or artificial Christmas trees are likely to catch fire. First, the real trees simply do not fuel spontaneously, even if you forget to water them. And secondly, real cases of any Christmas tree that causes residential fires are extremely rare.
According to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), between 2013 and 2017, US Fire Departments responded to an average of 160 domestic fires a year that began with Christmas trees, starting at 240 in 2005-2009. Those 160 fires caused only two dead and 14 wounded [source: National Fire Protection Association]. With tens of millions of both fake and real trees sold
each year, 160 fires is a pretty small percentage. Of course, that doesn't mean you should take unnecessary risks. If you have a real tree, water regularly, and remember to turn off the lights when you are away. And remember that overloaded sockets and faulty wires are the biggest potentially guilty when it comes to holiday fires [source: National Christmas Tree Association].
Originally Published: 11 December 2012I am so relieved that Christmas trees are not an important fire hazard, because I would never give up my tree. And thank God for my frequent use of the term "Xmas" is not offensive. Now I'm gonna hang my cucumber ornament on the tree, read who's "Twas the Night Before Christmas" and call him one day. Christos. (No 30, 2012) Jason.
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